Jaiya’s Animal Rescue Newsletter
JAR Events
Animal Adoption Days
March 2012
Papa’s Bierstube
3338 Hongmei Lu , Puxi
(Sunday, March 4th, 2012)

Adoption/Reunion Day Party!
JAR is 3 years old!
@ The Cool Docks
505 Zhongshan Nan Lu, near
Xinmatou Jie
(Sunday, March 11th, 2012)

Dear Friends,
We are issuing this newsletter monthly
in order to let you know about the
developments of JAR activities and
our lovely pets.
In this issue we will inform you about
the blanket drive for the Sichuan
rescue dogs, Wilbur – the cute rescue
dog and of course our newest
rescues.

Josie Chen Range Event
115 Pingwu Lu (near Xingfu Lu)
Saturday, March 24th, 2012
2 pm – 7 pm

There have also been several
amazing fundraising schemes too –
read more about Andre, Selena, Lucy
and Annabelle & her friends of YCIS!

JAR will be featured at the JOSIE
CHEN RANGE Fashion Event.

All the best from JAR
A Birthday Wish

JAR
present
at:

For his 12th birthday, Andre decided
to follow the lead of a young friend
who had asked for donations to his
favorite charity (WISH, a new school
project for migrant children with
disabilities) in lieu of presents. Andre
is a big fan of JAR; he adopted a
JAR dog several years ago, rescues
and fosters regularly, sells dog
biscuits made by SAS’ Animal
Rescue club around his compound
to raise money for JAR, and
suggested our club as recipient
when his class raised charity money
last year. So JAR was a natural

choice when it came to his
birthday donations. Andre
collected 3000 kuai for us with his
birthday idea!
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
Wordpress has been blocked
in China again. To be able to
read our
Blog or download our forms
please use a VPN such as:
http://www.vtunnel.com
http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com

Mimi (female cat)
DOB: 2009
Mimi has turned in to a lovely cat.
She is playful, very affectionate &
loves attention. She enjoys being
curled up on the sofa next to
someone. She likes company! Mimi is
spayed and fully vaccinated.
Bili (male dog)

Other pets that urgently
need a home include:
Rose (dog)
Little Green (cat)
Dou Dou (dog)
Taiji (cat)
Qiu Qiu (dog)
Ming (cat)
Adopt a dog or cat … !!

DOB: December 2010
Bili is a friendly and sweet male dog
in need of a loving family/home.
Vaccinated, rabies shot, dewormed,
deflead, and neutered..
Can you provide a forever loving
home to Mimi or Bili?
Mimi (top) and Bili (bottom)

Note: Monster Cat stars in a webcomic. You can find him on
Facebook and Twitter.
He fights for Truth, Justice and Milk!
Source: Miscellany of a Cheshire Cat

What does it cost to adopt an
animal from JAR?
One of the most common questions we are
asked is "How much does it cost to adopt an
animal from JAR?"
Our response is this:
There is no fixed price on any animal that is up
for adoption. It is up to the discretion of the
adopters if they would like to make a
donation. However, with the growing increase
of rescued animals and expenses an amount
of at least 300 RMB given to the group when
adopting an animal from us is greatly
appreciated.
Please note that JAR is a non-profit animal
rescue group. We rely on donations from kind
hearted individuals which are then in turn used
for food, vaccinations, grooming, de-worming,
defleaing, de-sexing, and transportation.
Your understanding and support is much
appreciated by the group and the animals.
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As a nonprofit organization, we rely solely on contributions, grants and fundraising for the
precious money needed to continue our mission. There are several ongoing JAR
fundraising activities. Check them out below.
Lovebox Storage

Locations
of
JAR
Donation Boxes

Thank you
for your
support !

Doggy House
Buddy Dog
El Mexicano Restaurant
Eagle Valley Veterinary Centre
Josie Chen Range

SAS Animal Rescue Group is developing a
raising fund campaign by selling pet cookies.
Please see
Pet Biscuit Order Form / Order Pet Biscuits!

A JAR for JAR

Pet biscuits: SAS Animal Rescue
Group

Dress your pooch:
PETKEEPER charity sale

Donations needed for TNR Program

For our TNR & ABC Program we need the help
of people / companies that could be willing to
provide us with the sponsorship / funding
necessary to buy cat traps for our program.
Below you can see the information on the Cat
Traps needed:
HW-30D
ACES Humane Cat Trap w/ rear door
30"x 9"x11".
Guaranteed against animal damage for 3
years.
Price: US $55.00
If you can help us, please send us an e-mail.
shanghaidogs@gmail.com

New JAR Shirts on sale
We are pleased to have new JAR T-Shirts and hoodies on
sale for donation purposes at our Animal Adoption Days.
Please come and support us by purchasing one.
The t-shirts will be available on Taobao and other website
outlets very soon!

Thank you!
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Residents shocked by sadistic cat killings

Adoptable Pets and their Stories

Shanghai Daily, Feb. 4, 2012: POLICE are seeking three teenagers
suspected of brutally killing more than 10 stray cats over the Spring Festival
holiday. Almost daily over the break at the No.2 Taolin Neighborhood in
Pudong, cleaners and residents discovered cats that had been
disembowelled or had their throats cut.
"One day, I saw a dead pregnant cat whose belly had been ripped
opened and a fetus taken out and left beside it," said a resident named Lu.
He said incidents of cats being killed began last July, and had become
increasingly brutal. In another recent case, a cat's head was smashed open
and its brains scattered around.

A Wuli

The neighborhood had more than 40 stray cats, and residents often looked
after them, said Lu. But now numbers were down to around 10. Two boys
and a girl have been seen chasing cats and shooting them with toy guns
that fire plastic bullets, said another resident surnamed Wu. "The taller boy
was abusing a cat while another boy and a girl were cheering," Wu said.
When confronted and asked why they were tormenting the animals, they
told Wu that it was "interesting to hurt cats."
Now police and residents are patrolling the neighborhood to prevent any
more killings and the residents' committee has begun visiting homes with
teenagers.
Angry residents have also begun distributing notices across the
neighborhood in a bid to identify the teenagers.
"We must find them and their irresponsible parents and educate them,
otherwise it will be too late when they grow up," the residents said on the
notice.
Existing animal protection law does not cover cats.

What a cutie!

Jeff & Murray

Minnie

Pig or dog?! Puppy or weasel?! Sheep mating with canine?! Check out
my ayi’s latest rescue, thrown out on the street (but with a head’s up to
my ayi first!) by a village family unable or unwilling to care for a wee one
with clear birth defects but in my mind still cute as a button!!
PS. We’ve named him Wilbur! He’s about 2 months old, and aside from
worms (for which he’s being treated) and the potential future need for
an eye-slit operation (!), the vet pronounced him healthy today!!!
PPS. What’s he wearing in the final pic, you might ask? A coat we made
him out of the boys’ old soccer sock — the only thing small enough to fit!

Foster parents needed

Hector

Sasha

Lucy
Mimi

Mai Mai

Tony

Sponsors & Friends:

Acknowledgements
JAR wants to thank to the following
individuals/establishments for their
valuable help:
a) Eagle Valley Clinic
b) Buddy Dog (Tony & Bess)
c) Doggy House
d) Josie Chen Fashion

Special thanks to:

Donations January 2012
5000 RMB - Annabel (YCIS)
2600 RMB - (Andre Rosen)
Tomatgirl.cn - monthly dog/cat food
supply
1910 RMB - Selena Chao
10,000 RMB - Kim Drabowy
500 RMB - Denise Wurst
3800 RMB - SAS Bake Sale
500 RMB – Josie Chen Range

Expenses January 2012

580 RMB - Transportation
966 RMB - Neutering (Persio cat)
500 RMB - Moka (Buddydog) deposit
2100 RMB - 20 JAR jackets
987 RMB - Benny beagle (more)
2000 RMB - SAS TNR cats
2097 RMB - Xiao Bei (cat) - Boarding &
medicine
500 RMB - pet supplies (Doggy House)
800 RMB - Eagle Valley
160 RMB - Vaccination (Benny)
2700 RMB – Rescuer
1000 RMB – Chongqing Rescue Group
550 RMB – Dog Food
CHONGQING PLEA
1000 RMB - Chongqing rescue
Taobao: 2300 RMB
Sabrina: 400 RMB
绽放阳光的琴：500 RMB
Thinkadoption: 1000 RMB
Pets for Adoption: 800 RMB
Bought 25bags (20kg/one)

Jaiya’s Animal Rescue (JAR)
Website: http://jargroup.doodlekit.com
JAR Pictures: http://jar-galleries.doodlekit.com
Blog: http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com
JAR e-mail: shanghaidogs@gmail.com
ANI-DOPTIONS: 28 adopted pets for January 2012!

Lovely Tia is waiting for you …
click here to find out more
about her!

Mei Mei is brown and white, knee high
(12kg) and had no collar or anything on
her. She got lost on January 1, 2012 at
11:00 am on 109 Quan Kou Road (泉口路);
at the compound behind the Brilliance
West Shopping Mall. She was last seen
around Tian Shan Road (天山路) area
Reward: RMB 2,000
Contact: 139 170 159 27 (Mr. Sun) or
131 221 383 51 (Nici)

Mysterious disappearance of two cats
Garden Inside Garden 西郊园中园
In the late evening of December 3rd 2011,
Cleo, a white female cat left her owners
house for a short evening walk but never
returned. Since she normally would only be
away for a very short time (under one hour)
the owners started worrying soon and
started a big search. Unfortunately, they
didn't find her.
Cleo is 2 years old, female, spayed, white
with a grey spot on the head and two very
unique features: a large blue spot in one of
her eyes and a dark spot on her nose.
On February 3rd, 2012 the second cat of the
family, Caesar, disappeared too!! He was
let out around lunch time and never
returned home.
Caesar is a black male cat, 2 old and
neutered.

JAR’s
guideline for
a lost pet
JAR has issued
an emergency
guideline for a
lost pet. To see,
save or print it
please
click here.
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Has anyone seen these two cats? They
normally don’t approach strangers but may
be someone took them in because he
thought they were abandoned cats?
Garden Inside Garden 西郊园中园 on 658
Gaojing Road (高泾路 658）close to
Huqingping Road (近沪青平公路） in Qingpu
District.
Please contact Susanne
sma2206@yahoo.de mobile 15921866200
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We received queries for the following animals
looking for a new home.
Can you help? Please contact us shanghaidogs@gmail.com
Polo & Noodle available for adoption soon!

Fish need new home

One of them had green gunk coming out of her eye, was
sneezing and soaking wet. The other was in marginally
better shape but still didn’t look good, so I picked them
both up and took them off to my Vet, whereupon we found
that the worse was bleeding from a big wound on her side
and the other had an old wound that was possibly infected.

This is a picture of Zhu, Jia and Jiao. They were ‘rescued’
from a bridge toss at Zhujiajiao in October 2008, have
thrived and are now about 5 – 6 inches long. They were
about an inch long when rescued – not sure how long
they grow or even what they are. Golden carp? Or Koi?
Zhu (the largest) has turned white after his ‘out of water’
experience a couple of months ago. Jia, the smallest is
recognisable from Jiao due to a bruise like mark on her
side. They spend their day chasing each other around
the bowl or begging for food when you pass by their
bowl.

They both had to be treated for ear mites, fleas and worms.
They are being kept at the Vet in an isolation ward and the
worse of the two (who we have called Polo) was on fluid
therapy for one day, while getting daily treatment for an
ear infection, eye infection, being fed through a tube.
One is a boy (named Noodle). He is very friendly and purrs
a lot … Noodle has grey and black stripes with a white
chest. The other is a girl – ginger and white – named Polo …
she is very small and clearly has been in very bad health for
some time, but her recovery looks hopeful as she is no
longer on a drip and is eating solid food. Neither Noodle,
nor Polo, sneezes anymore.

I am looking for a home for them – be it with another
family or a relocation to a compound pond which
already has the same fish and is well maintained.
If someone wants them for a bowl at their home I will
give them the pump/filter but they will have to get their
own ceramic bowl or large fish tank.

The Vet estimates them at around 4 months old, but they
are quite tiny because they have been underfed and ill.
They certainly could live happy, healthy lives as indoor cats,
either as a pair or individually, but they do really seem close
to each other … as Polo seems to really rely on Noodle for
feeling comfortable and safe.
Currently, at the hospital they seem VERY happy to be
indoors, even in a cage, as they are being regularly fed,
staying in a warm room, having water and a nice soft bed,
and each other … what is the best thing of all!
I have no idea what to do with them when they are ready
to leave the hospital. I can’t have them as I already have
rescue cats and can’t take any more in. However, given
the state they were in when I found them, they would
definitely have died a slow and painful death if they had
not been taken to the vet, I had to save them and give
them a chance at a healthy, happy life. The way they have
taken to being indoors at the vet and the amount of purring
which goes on even while they are ill makes me really
believe that they would make great pets for someone.
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Cute rabbit for adoption!
I am looking for someone interested in adopting a healthy
4 to 6 month old rabbit. I’m not sure of the age, but the
sales person said that it was four months old. ( I don’t
believe that) Comes with a cage and food. She is a
medium sized rabbit weighing about 1kg. She is white with
brown spots. My girlfriend and I have taken good care of
her for the last 3 and a half month….If you are interested,
please email shanghaidogs@gmail.com or the rescuer
directly. If you can help me, I’d very much appreciate it.
Thank you, Evan Skype: evan.eames
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Moka rescued from Carrefour (JQ)

Blanket Drive for the Sichuan rescue dogs

23rd,

On January
Moka was rescued at the Carrefour
Shopping Mall in Jinqiao!
Somehow, Moka ended up walking around Carrefour
and was horribly being kicked and beaten up by the
guards!
A crowd of people were just standing around, some
were telling the guards to stop……
Luckily, my wife happened to be there to get some
grocery supplies and witnessed the whole thing. She
barged through and had the guards stop beating
Moka up and took her away from them!
She is approx 2.5 to 3 months old. She will be
dewormed & deflead.
Moka is currently in a foster home waiting for her
forever home now!

When Shanghai American
School Pudong Campus’
Animal Rescue Club heard
about JAR’s plea for
blankets for the Sichuan
rescue dogs, they decided
a used blanket drive was
only the beginning. At the
school’s four-day Santa’s
Workshop, during which
time they sold dog and cat
toys donated by Doggy
House, they also set up a
huge card saying
“From our Animals to Yours” — for a donation of just
10 kuai, students could purchase a small blanket in
the name of their pet to be donated to SCAPA
(Sichuan Qiming Companion Animal Protection
Center). Students donating got to sign the card
and as an extra bonus they received a pet rock
made by the local Girl Guide troop! Enough
money was raised to purchase 100 blankets (thanks
to Marney Rosen’s parents for buying and delivering
these blankets from Canada!), with the left-over
money going to pay for shipment of the blankets to
Sichuan.

New rescues in the spotlight – click on my name to find out my story

QuanQuan

FuFu
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James

Timmy

Xiao Hei

Puppies

R-Kell
Didi
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Second annual Pets of SAS Calendar

Birthday tradition continues!

For the second year in a row, Shanghai American
School Pudong Campus’ Animal Rescue Club put
together their PETS of SAS Calendar. Using pet
photos submitted by the school community,
members of the club voted on the top photos for
‘prime’ spots on the main pages, with ALL
submissions included somewhere in the calendar.
This year, the club raised over 18,000 Rmb for JAR!
Note that Animal Rescue recommends this project
to other schools or organizations as a great and
community-bonding fundraiser — but don’t be
fooled that it is easy! It took about 60 volunteer
hours to build the calendar (they use a program
called inDesign, which requires building all
templates from scratch — more work but incredibly
professional results), then 30 more to sell it during
their Winter Bazaar and Santa’s Workshop — a
great gift just in time for the holidays!

I am pleased to tell you I have 1910 Rmb for you,
collected through the generosity of Selena Chao, who
decided to ask her little friends to donate to JAR
instead of bringing presents to her 7th birthday party
celebration! She and her mom even spent hours
decorating a collection box with pictures of kittens and
puppies so that the kids would have somewhere to put
their donations :)
I know you’ll agree with me that the generosity of kids
like Selena give hope to our world being a better place
under the next generation!

Good to know: JAR guides
JAR has created a webpage to collate and
accumulate JAR guides for people to have general
information on vaccinations, cat behavior, dog care
etc. To read our guides click here Don’t forget that
Wordpress has been blocked and you will need to
use a VPN like vtunnel.com to access our guides!

@ The
Cool
Docks

@ Papa’s
Bierstube

4. March 1. April
6. May3. June1. July
5. August2. September7.October
4. November2.December

12. February11. March8. April 
13. May 10. June 8. July 12. August 
9. September 14. October 11. November 
9. December

2. December 2012
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1. April 2012
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Do you know this Husky?

Students from Yew Chung International School
raise funds & awareness for JAR!

This Husky was rescued on January 12 near
Hongqiao Rd and Huaihai Xi Rd. We are looking
for the owner. If you can help, please contact the
rescuer: pvg2011cn@hotmail.com

By the end of these few months, I
have become increasing familiar
with JAR. We were first introduced to
this non- profit organization by
Penelope Fitchet, a teacher in YCIS.
We admired their kindness and
determination in providing and
fostering for these homeless animals.
Knowing this, it had motivated a
group of us to fundraise for this
generous, trustworthy cause.
Abandonment, abuse and astray;
many people aren’t unaware of
animal cruelty that exists within the
world, thus it was not only our aim to fundraise for JAR
but to also raise awareness, to love and take care of
pets. Consequently, we hoped to raise enough money
so that the pet homes can be maintained and searching
for any interested adopters.

(Student from Dulwich International School)

We’ve done this in several ways. To raise awareness, we
begun by promoting and asking for donations during our
Yew Chung Parent Organization Christmas Bazaar and to
notify people for our upcoming cause for the following
month. This enabled us to organize a Christmas bake sale
as well as a small raffle. Thanks to the support of our
students and staff, we were able to raise 6000 kuai under
a very short amount of time. A special thanks to the
students and teachers who helped with the baking and
with the organizing! Furthermore, a very grateful thanks
to Starbucks, Hygeia Dentistry and KFC for their generous
sponsorships towards the raffle at such short notice. Last
but not least, thank you to Marvin who was supportive
and very helpful during the frantic process of the
organizing of the events! Thank you very much!

I had an idea to start collecting donations for JAR.
So I began to collect coins and spare change.
Friends started to collect coins for me and before I
knew it, I had a jar full of coins. Other friends of
mine also gave in cash donations. I went and got
the coins converted into notes and pooled it with
the cash donations, and altogether it came to
900 rmb. I am now planning on having a
donations box at set up at my school so that I can
continue to collect donations.

Because of the money raised, we were able to ensure
that many animals have a more comfortable and secure
foster home. We really hope that the event has changed
many of the pet’s lives and perhaps even gave them a
chance at a new home, a new family and a new life. I
hope in the near future, we will be able to raise more
money for this great cause again.
Annabelle Chai
New!

Another JAR Donation Box will be at the
following address below:
Josie Chen Range
Shanghai Mart 2299 west Yan An road,
Studio 6F64
上海世贸商城版权所有 2299
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OUR CHALLENGE
Every year thousands of animals are abandoned in China. Just like in many other developing
countries, this situation requires the attention and effort of several parties: government agencies,
NGOs, NPOs and more importantly: YOU!
Imagine how different this situation could be if more people were willing to open their homes to an
abandoned pet, if more animals were vaccinated, neutered and spayed, if more people made
donations, if more people were foster parents, if education on ethical treatment of animals could
reach everybody …
We at JAR have a great task ahead of us, but we cannot do it alone … WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!

Please remember that pet ownership takes time, money, commitment and patience - owning a pet is likely to change your life completely.
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